The Genesis Of California's Political Trials

Karen Wald/APS

“If you put men in cages, and treat them like animals, how do you expect them to behave?” a prisoner once asked. In the California prison system it seems clear that most of the prisoners have retained the essential characteristics of their humanity far better than have their jailers. But injustice heaped upon injustice inevitably produces rage, and then retaliation by the prisoners—followed by charges against other prisoners, more often motivated by vengeance than justice, more often singling out militant prisoners than those who may have been guilty. Most often, the weapon used in this deadly game was racism.

Of the many recent and ongoing political trials relating to prisoners in California, almost all can be traced to January 13, 1970, when three unarmed black prisoners were shot to death in Soledad Prison, or to February 26, of the same year, when another black prisoner was gassed to death in his cell in San Quentin. What followed was a series of retaliatory attacks on guards, and reprisals against prisoners who had dared to protest the original killings, or had the audacity to support and defend those accused of exacting justice upon the guards.

A chronology of the prison struggle—omitting guards. Diane Ronci '71, and Joseph P. Maceca, Jr. '59, are the co-chairmen of the Senior Luncheon Committee.

Diane is a legal secretary in Providence. Joe is a purchasing agent for the Robbins Company in Attleboro.

Because of the special attention being shown to the seniors, no guests other than the seniors and President Evarts will attend.

January 18, 1970
Soledad. Guard John Mills is killed. George Jackson, Fleeta Drumgo and John Clutchette are indicted. The three become known as the Soledad Brothers. (Hugo Pinell, a black Latino, is among those who sign affidavits and write letters describing the killing of Nolan, Edwards and A. Miller.)

February 25, 1970, San Quentin. Black prisoner Fred Billingslea is teargassed to death in San Quentin. Willie Tate, who witnessed the killing, and two other black prisoners, Rachell Magee and David Johnsen, file affidavits in a suit protesting Billingslea’s death.

March 2, 1970, San Quentin. A guard is assaulted, reportedly in retaliation for Billingslea. James McClain is accused of the assault.

July 10, 1970. Soledad. Another guard is killed. Prison officials say they find a note saying, “Two down, one to go.”

Drumgo and Clutchette are indicted. The program will also include an evening session featuring a panel discussion on the theme of the meeting, "The State of the Art: Communicating in Business Today." The panel will be designed to bring together those who teach courses in business communications and those whose on-the-job efforts in various segments of today's business world involve applying communications expertise in practice.

Participating speakers include Susan R. Humphrey, Editor, Raytheon Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts; Robert S. Eisenhauer, Vice President, Corporate Relations, Textron, Inc., Providence; S. J. Goodman, Manager, Technical Publications, Aircraft Radio Corporation, Boonton, New Jersey; Peter Shaw, Assistant Vice President in charge of Marketing and Public Relations, Idaho Hospital Trust Company, Providence; Allan Chase, Audio Visual Specialist, Raytheon Corporation; and Jay Clark, Operations Manager, Radio WPRO, Providence. Topics range from audio-visual presentations and principles of editing to preparing emergency reports, house organs, and public media.

Partrick J. Keelley, associate professor of English at Bryant, will serve as chairman of the morning session; and Robert F. Birckhead, of Bryant's English department, will be chairman for the afternoon session.

Dr. Harry F. Evarts, president of Bryant College, will address the group at the opening of the morning session, scheduled for 10 a.m. The program will also include remarks to the Association by Dr. Lucian Spataro, Ohio University, Vice President of ABCA.

The College will host a reception for conference participants and early registrants on Friday evening, May 13. All scheduled activities will be held in Bryant's Unistructure on the new Smithfield campus, which opened in September.

The complete schedule of activities and registration information may be secured from the ABCA Program Chairman, Dr. Lionel Wyld, professor of English at Bryant. Membership in ABCA is not required for attendance at the conference.

Students are welcomed and encouraged to attend and listen to any of the speakers. A small charge must be paid by students if they wish to attend the reception or any other scheduled activity.

World Highlight

“Sure Dad, I can handle it. I got an ‘A’ in blockades.”

Photo by Sidoruk
Crisis At Bryant

Bryant College is faced with a crisis in this year of 1972. The faculty members of the community which represent the liberal faculty are leaving. They are departing our hollowed halls for academic areas more suitable for education. THE ARCHWAY was fortunate in interviewing some departing faculty members last week. Both pointed out that student motivation is of prime need here at Bryant. The overused word “apathy” was implied.

Apathy on the students’ part of apathy on the faculty’s part. This question can be argued both ways but one must realize apathy stems from lack of interest in his society. The society we are living in today is the famed “Bryant Community.” As the Providence Journal termed it, “The Miracle of Bryant.” By building an 18 million dollar campus, the college has jumped ahead. First the college should have put an end to the general decadent on the part of the students. A more diversified faculty membership is the answer to an “end of apathy.” With more liberal instructors to offset the basic conservative instructors of the business school, the students can obtain a better education. And isn’t that what we are here for—an education?

The college has to do something to keep some moderate liberal faculty at Bryant. An all-conservative faculty membership helps to only increase apathy and thus retard the learning process. The crisis of this coming year might be squelched if the college takes it on itself to hire with a more liberal mind. Bryant needs an improved labor force and the students of Bryant, the employers of the teachers, the people who pay out the money, need some professors who are in some ways different.

Letters to the Editor

Bryant Community Dissatisfied

With Marilyn Mitchell

To turn the tide so to speak and give an opposing view to the reasons for leaving of Miss Mitchell, I would like to start by saying that the title is my first and foremost niemise. Miss Mitchell says she is and I quote “more than happy to leave Bryant.” Well, I feel, having been a part of her’s, that Bryant will be more than happy to see her go. Miss Mitchell also feels that Bryant students are generally lazy and hard to teach. Well for this comment, all I have to say is if she put an ounce of effort and prepare to teach a class instead of being a “lazy teacher” and walking into class cold, maybe someone would learn something. Miss Mitchell, as the article states, is an instructor of Social Sciences. I hope they used the “T” for Title and not Teacher loosely. Miss Mitchell also feels that students and teachers of Bryant are prejudiced against Blacks. When I read this, I had to laugh, because in my opinion she is the most pre j udiced teacher or instructor (of what) against whites and men in general that I’ve come across in my fifteen years of school. To end, I would like to say that I feel Miss Mitchell used Bryant as a stepping stone for her own career and is leaving Bryant because she’s finally found out that you simply can’t teach unless you, well have an open mind. And I speak from my own experiences.

Robert E. Griggs

Nixon’s Political Power Play

On May 8, 1972, President Richard M. Nixon made what many believe is the most explicit show of power since the Vietnam Conflict erupted many years ago. Many reliable sources across the nation have openly expressed the feeling that Nixon’s escalation of the war by mining the harbor at Haiphong and other smaller ports, by cutting off all rail and other means of transportation and communication, and by ordering stepped up naval and air operations against North Vietnam, will place the U.S. in a worst situation than it found itself in the Bay of Pigs Invasion during the Kennedy Administration.

Nixon’s broadcast to the nation, which stated that the actions he ordered in Vietnam are not directed toward any other nation, is in my opinion, an open show of power indirectly aimed toward the Soviet Union, since it is the Soviet Union that is the largest supplier of weapons and munitions to North Vietnam.

I do not believe that very many people thoroughly considered the consequences of Richard Nixon’s show of power. If the U.S.S.R. decides to show the U.S. and the world its capabilities, just one wrong move by either side could very easily and quickly blow the face of the earth out into space.

Looking at this entire situation from President Nixon’s side of the coin, there is a show of power by the United States which Nixon feels and hopes will encourage the U.S.S.R., to suggest to North Vietnam that the time has come to return the P.O.W.s and bring a long overdue end to the war.

If Nixon’s political power play works, and the U.S. wins until the end of the stated four month withdrawal period, the war will be over, the U.S. forces will be returning to the states right behind the P.O.W.s, and Dicky Dick Nixon will have fulfilled his promise to end the war, just weeks before the people go to the polls in November.

President Nixon is still playing that game of chess with the big Red Man and has checked him with his queen.

No one man should have the power and authority to play games with the fate of the WORLD for his own personal gain.

Robert E. Rounds

The Legislation Of Life and Death

Politics is a filthy game. It transforms normally honest men into treacherous thieves. It relinquishes power, and power corrupts. In years past, we have seen how greedy individuals use the power of the lobby to further their dirty work. In our decaying urban areas, we have witnessed the demolition of substandard housing. With the displaced families unable to afford better housing, they are compacted into a tighter slum area. Disease, rats, and drugs, feast on this forgotten segment of our society. Feeble attempts have been made to legislate action groups, but they can never relieve the shame, the hurt that fetters within.

Various politicians have come out in support of abortion reform, while others remain uncommitted. Do they really believe they are dealing with human lives? For the majority of those who believe it, there is only one who has the power to give and take away life.

The most abhorrent legislation of life and death is the Viet-Namese War. A man sends young men off to die for a cause whose ramifications have shaken the very concepts upon which this country was built. War is ugly; it costs both in terms of material and more important, in the lifeblood of a nation.

As students, or as simply concerned individuals, it is our task to voice our dissent, through our newly acquired voting power. We must not become the complacent, uncaring homebodies our elders would have us be. The time is at hand, we hold the authority to play games with the fate of the WORLD for our own personal gain.

A Publication of the Undergraduate Students of Bryant College.

The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of undergraduate students and may not necessarily reflect the official views of the Faculty and Administration.
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

One hundred Bryant students on Monday night met with two men from the Students International Meditation Society to learn about a new life style.

Ted Smith and Mark Barlow outlined how Transcendental meditation, taught in the style of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi can help a person in his daily life to understand himself and the world around him. The lecture was one in a series to be held at Bryant. The main purpose of the two men speaking was to introduce the Bryant students to this new fast growing awareness.

Through meditation, Mr. Smith said, "a pure creative intelligence is born, the mind and heart is expanded making available one's full potential."

The talk lasted about an hour and a half in which time the two men told of the advantages of meditation. Mr. Barlow stated that, "with meditation stress is reduced, body energy is increased, reactions are increased and a more total awareness comes into being."

The lecture that was presented Monday night was one in the series of seven meetings required in becoming a successful meditator. The meetings to follow consist of a second basic introductory lecture, a personal interview, a personal instruction period, and then three group sessions of self evaluation.

Free - Pollution Test For Cars

The Rhode Island Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association and the Junior League of Providence, working with the Atlantic Richfield Company, offers an eight-day schedule of free testing for exhaust emissions. These tests are designed to promote public awareness of the major source of air pollution—the auto—and to demonstrate how proper engine maintenance at modest cost can reduce emissions while improving engine performance and gas mileage. These tests will be conducted between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. at the stated locations, and will take about ten minutes. The following is a schedule for the test program:

May 16 & 17: Warwick Mall
May 18: U.R.I., Kingston
May 19: Aquidneck Shopping Center, Middletown
May 22: Apple Valley Mall, Smithfield
May 23: University Heights, Providence
May 24: Barrington Shopping Center
May 25: Wampanoag Mall, East Providence
May 26: Hopkinton Shopping Center

Your participation in this program is urged, as there aren't many of us who don't pollute with autos.

REMINDER
The Summer Intersession begins two weeks on May 25, 1972.

ENROLL NOW!
Last Application Fee of $10 in effect after May 18, 1972.

Greek News

1972-73 GLC Elections Held

By: Slip + Donna Messore

On April 25 the Greek Letter Council held their elections for 1972-73. The results were as follows:

President: Steve Benn
Vice President: Bob McDonald
Secretary: Donna Messore
Treasurer: Mike Carrigan

On Thursday of that same week, April 27, the GLC Banquet was held at the Coachman. Present from the faculty were Dr. Harry Evarts, Dean Kurtz and his secretary, Dean Smith, Dean Danner, and Mr. Smith and Barlow are currently connected with the mediation center located at many North Street in Providence. The second lecture will take place next Tuesday night at 7 p.m. in the auditorium. The fee for the meditation series will be $35 for students and $75 for adults.

Veteran's Viewpoint

Is Anybody There?

by E. McLaughlin

The orientations presented by a college to incoming students supplies crucial facts necessary for successful completion of the first semester. The quality of student orientations may well determine the percentage of withdrawals during the initial semester; the semester of truth for most students. The Bryant College administration is well versed in presenting a more than adequate orientation program for high school students and transfer students. For veterans, however, improvement is possible.

The orientation needs of a veteran are more complex than those of a recent high school graduate for several reasons. The veteran has been divorced from the educational world for a substantial length of time. There are constant improvements, innovations and changes of academic polity which the veteran is usually unaware. He has no guidance counselor to keep him informed.

A veteran could find additional orientation on several areas valuable. The GI Bill is mentioned to him during his separation briefing, but only in the most general of terms. He needs specific information on how to apply, how to apply, how the GI works for him and the appropriate action to take in the event of error. The availability of counseling services to assist him in readjusting to civilian life should be emphasized.

The combination of a difficult and lengthy readjustment period and the academic pressure of the first semester may result in his premature withdrawal from school. The veteran should be informed of all types of scholarships offered by the State, school and nonprofit organizations such as the Lions' Club. Once again the veteran has had no guidance counselor to explain eligibility criteria or the mechanics of application.

Presentation of an orientation for veterans could be accomplished by the regular staff provided by Bryant College, a representation of the veterans' Administration and a delegation from the Veterans' Club to answer relevant questions and provide general assistance for veterans.

Returning from active duty to college life is a difficult and demanding task. With the assistance of all concerned and an appreciation of veterans' particular problems, Bryant College can assist the veteran in preparing for a successful program of study. Let's give it a try in September.
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PORTED TO THE CAPITALIST ESTABLISHMENT!"
Servitium Club Brings BC To Boston Hotel Show

Bryant College was represented last week at the Hotel-Motel and Restaurant Show by the Servitium Club. A booth was allocated to the club for the purpose of introducing Bryant's Institutional Management Program to various professionals in the field of accommodations and Food Service. A number of other colleges and universities were also present.

The three days that the Servitium Club participated in the show were very successful. Mr. Wallace Camper, department head of the I.M. Program, commented favorably on the efforts of the participating students. Members of the club were assigned certain hours to work at the show to insure proper coverage to the booth. The job of each student manning the booth was to answer any question asked by persons enquiring about Bryant and the I.M. Program. They also showed interested guests a brief about the new Campus and its modern facilities. The viewers were very impressed with the New Look of Bryant College.

The students working at the show were also able to spend their leisure time viewing the rest of the exhibits throughout the Hynes Auditorium. Many found it very interesting and educational, others found it very beneficial to their appetite. On both levels of the auditorium, many booths occupied by food processors and distributors had samples for passing observers. The line of products displayed were innumerable. One could start with a cup of juice for an appetizer then move down the line of booths for either a sample of soup or salad. On the next floor one would find several choices for the main course. In another area, a beautiful young lady would serve ice cream for dessert. Then whether you preferred coffee or beer you would only have to walk to another booth for your desired beverage. As one may guess, most of the Bryant students interested, one could stop and talk to the personnel manning the booths and inquire further about the claims given by the representatives. The representatives were more than willing to discuss any subjects you cared to know about the firm. Secondly, Bryant's mere presence at the show was beneficial to the college, students and an particular the Institutional Management students.

Occasionally men who represented businesses in the New England area stopped by the booth to offer prospective summer employment for the students in the I.M. Program.

Many of the students not only enjoyed the chance to get away from the old routine of classes but sincerely made an excellent impression on all those who stopped by to visit. As an
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Commuter Survey Planned

by E. McLaughlin

During the recent weeks the commuter issue has sparked unusually vehement charges and counter-charges between dorm students and commuters. While dorm students may be justified in claiming general commuter apathy, they might recognize this "apathy" as evidence of more subtle problems existing in the Bryant community.

Once the rhetoric of opinion is cleared away, it is an undeniable fact that a commuter will not undertake a second 10 to 40 mile round trip except for what he considers a worthwhile cause.

Therefore, on Tuesday, May 16 between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m., the Archway will sponsor a commuter survey in the Rotunda to obtain a consensus of commuter opinion on various aspects of Bryant life. Hopefully, all commuters will participate in this survey; to be of any significant value the survey must receive more than a token response.

Give five minutes of your time to help rectify some of the problems that you gripe about to your friends.

The Dominican Order is for men who put their minds where their mouths are.

The Dominican Order is an Order of preachers. But it is an Order of men who base their preaching on intensive contemplation - time spent in study and prayer - so that when they do speak, they have something meaningful to say.

The goal of the Dominicans is the salvation of souls through preaching, but not preaching in just the narrow sense of the pulpit. Rather, it is preaching in the expansive, apostolic sense that uses any channel available to communicate Christ and evangelical truth.

In the Dominican Order, each person is recognized for the uniqueness of his personality while living in Christian Community with others - and sharing his ideas and experiences. Prayer, study and apostolic action are the chief occupations in a Dominican house. They form a unity, because Dominican study is a loving, contemplative study of truth.

The Dominican Order places a premium on developing an individual's ability to accept responsibility. Everyone is given a share in decision-making, from the top to the bottom of the Order's government. Areas of responsibility outside of the Order include: parish work such as counseling and confessional, retreats, missions, teaching in universities, colleges and high schools, writing, publishing and research.

If you are interested in joining the Order, you may write to Father Gerald at: (401) 665-2477. A 24-hour answering service is available; you are invited to call collect.

DOMINICAN FATHERS
Box A, Providence College
Corner of River and Eaton Streets
Providence, Rhode Island 02918

Yes, I would like to learn more about becoming a Dominican Father. Please get in touch with me.

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

Ending the survey would require approximately five minutes of your time. If you are interested in joining the Order, you may write to Father Gerald at: (401) 665-2477. A 24-hour answering service is available; you are invited to call collect.

D. Pandozzi
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Cheech and Chong

(A Biography)

Cheech and Chong are members in good standing of the hard rock society and their first album for Ode Records, subtitled "hard rock comedy," was a hit on the record charts and earned them a Grammy nomination. They play to SKO audiences at clubs and in concert across the country, like Laurel & Hardy, Lenny Bruce and other comedians before them, Cheech & Chong reflect and poke fun at the values and beliefs of their audience and their humor is expressed in terms like "Do Your Mama Knob Bout Me," the label's first protest tune. When the group broke up, Cheech settled in Vancouver to direct the stage show for a family-owned topless night club. He had seen various improvisation groups such as Big Committee on San Francisco and Second City in Chicago and began experimenting with that form at the club. Eventually he became one of the actors as well as the director in a troupe that consisted of three hippie freaks, a mime artist and four topless dancers. The show was well-received and played to packed houses for nine months until they broke up. One of the actors was Rich Marin, better known as "Cheech." His uncle nicknamed him "Cheecharrong" after a delicacy made of deep-fried pork skins because he was "all punny looking" when he was a kid. Nicknames were common in his family, others being called "Chata," "Chema," "Chug," Chango and "Seco." Cheech was born in "scenic" Watts, California. He sang in various folk and rock groups such as Mother Fletcher's Blues Brothers and Rompin' Ritchie and his Rocking Rubes. He got a degree in English from San Fernando Valley State College and then left for Canada to escape the draft and work for El Drunchuck, Canada's most famous potter. Among other things, he played in a dive and dance trio that worked hotel dining rooms, delivered carpets and was a ski bum, before he met Tommy Chong.

While directing and appearing with his improvisational team, called the City Lights, Chong also managed the club in Vancouver and took note of the clientele. "The average patron was a drunk or a pervert," he remembers. "But the dancers were expensive, so we replaced them with topless actresses. That way the club retained its image and its audience."

As the group developed, the audience began to include non-drinking "heads." The club owners were less than thrilled at this and cleaned them.

When the City Lights parted company, Cheech and Chong stayed together as a duo. They gradually built a following in western Canada and climaxxed their stay there by winning over an audience of 5,000 at the Gardens Auditorium in Vancouver. By then, Cheech had broken his leg and earned a 4-F status, which meant he could go back to the States. They decided to come to Los Angeles, the Big Time.

To begin with, they found little call for heads doing a standup comedy routine. So the act began to evolve. They played at many of the small clubs around town before every kind of audience. It was at one of their many appearances free on "hoot" nights at the Troubadour Club that Lou Adler heard them, and shortly after signed them to a contract. Within six months (one album later) they headlined at the Troubadour for five sold-out nights.

Whether freaks and fans alike gather these days, Cheech & Chong receive the sincerest kind of flattery: imitations. In various forms, Dave, let me in...Dave's not here" routine has become an evergreen in the counter-culture. Cheech's humor has allowed a generation to laugh at itself and thereby nature in the process. No entertainers could attain a higher goal.

Cheech & Chong will appear Saturday night with Merry Clayton and Swallow. Saturday at noon, there will be an outdoor festival featuring Linda Ronstadt, Noah's Ark and Jack. There will be a $1.00 donation for the festival to go to the R.I. Cancer Society.

Thoughts For Sound — Bryant Spring Weekend

from Rich Carmack

Among the newies for our first year in the country is our own Spring Weekend. Fortunately, like every other one, the typical fraternity weekend, the Bryant Spring Weekend offers wholesome entertainment and, thanks to the Student Senate, a free outdoor concert.

This Friday night, May 12, will feature a full faculty and student, England appearance of Malo. Its first season of sound, Malo has proven outstanding in its Faculty and Student affairs, so we create some anxious moments to all who appreciate Latin style (Santana, etc) and rhythm. Featuring Carlos Santana's own little brother on guitar, the group is among good company as The Bryant Palace produces another first. James Montgomery and the band will also appear making a fine night for lovers of good blues.

Saturday night will feature two comedy enthusiasts Cheech and Chong. Wherever Dave's really at may provoke an abundance of hilarious vibration and in preparation may create an abundance of smog.

Also appearing will be Merry Clayton who is a fine local talent as well as an appealing musician. Her albums are enjoyable and her style should prove impressive. Rounding out the evening will be Swallow, the local national group, who are on the verge of national recognition.

On Saturday afternoon, a feature a truly fine singer, Linda Ronstadt in a free outdoor concert for Bryant students and their guests. Linda Ronstadt was almost chosen for Brown's Spring Weekend and her genuine nature makes her the probable highlight of the entire weekend. Also appearing will be Noah's Ark and Jack. For this afternoon of music we thank the Student Senate for their generosity and time.

For the first musical weekend ever, Bryant offers some promising entertainment at a nominal charge. The admission for the night concerts is $3.50 per person, per night and for the talent procured by Skip Chernov and Friends, this charge is comparatively small. We must thank the coordinated efforts of the Student Senate and Concert Consultants for their time and effort and should attempt to attend all of the shows to provide an incentive for more shows of the same dynamic adventure in the future.

1972 Graduates

Dear Graduating Senior:

It has been a tradition at Bryant College for the graduating senior class to give the school a gift.

The class of 1972 is the first class to graduate from the new campus in Smithfield. Our gift this year should have special meaning and to be of a quality in keeping with our unique place in Bryant's history.

Mr. J. Robert Williams, the architect who designed this already-famous campus has been consulted and has suggested an appropriate sculpture at no cost to the class. The sculpture will represent jointly the two themes: Bryant's move to Smithfield, and the Class of '72 as the first class to graduate from the new campus.

Success depends on you! We need your pledge—and if possible we hope you will check off three times on the enclosed Gift Return Card and make a pre-paid gift a reality... something we can track back and start in future years and something that will identify us all with all America.

We need a minimum of $5,000 and we're hoping even to exceed that goal!

Please fill out the Gift Card and return it to the Development Office, located in the Public Affairs Suite on the second floor of the University Center. Filling in all three boxes—or two or at least one—makes it possible for us to raise the money, even if you don't have the cash now.

Thank you.

Mark T. Singer, Chairman
Senior Class Gift '72 Program
Last week it was learned by the ARCHWAY that the perennial student and member of the Bryant Community will finally be leaving us. Yes, Dana Lampert, Gardiner Hall R.A., cafeteria worker, and ARA stooge, has called it quits on Bryant.

Dana is currently employed by A.R.A., at the college dining service, as a R.A., cafeteria worker, and Dana Lampert, Gardiner Hall trainee. He is going to spend his permanent student and member of the Bryant Community wish Dana the best of luck and remind him that he'll always be in our heart (burn).

Tune In Tomorrow

The Greek Letter Council of Bryant College has recently been going through a process of resocialization. Resocialization is an applicable term because we are no longer of the "old" Bryant College but of a new progressive institution of learning, social environment, and experimentation.

We, therefore, feel that the future of the Greeks is quite bright and filled with the light of advancement. Through the initial year of experimentation the Greeks have operated as sixteen separately unique affiliates of a controlling body, and have now advanced to a stage that indicates to the members that the time has come to begin a drive to strengthen this controlling board.

Thus, the stage is set for a new Greek Letter Council. The sixteen representative members have weighed the priorities of the future and have elected those leaders who will now advance us through the future.

Now, our leaders are beginning to centralize the activities of the GLC affiliates and through this centralization the hope of added strength seems to be brighter. On the other side of this coin, we have the fraternities who are forever supplying the social events of this new progressive institute, thus, the new progression is somewhat stagnated without the old subculture of its environment.

Final Call

Attention:

December 1972 or June 1973 graduates who have not had their senior picture taken.

See photographer Monday on 3rd floor near the Mail Room.

This is your final chance to have picture taken for the 1973 Ledger.

Last 2 ring-ordering days of the year.

Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores, order your ring Monday and Tuesday,

May 15 and 16, 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. under the Rotunda.

Bring $10. for your deposit.

(rings will be delivered in the summer by mail)

For ring information call or write AI or Elaine San Souci.

Telephone No. 333-6069, Abbott Run, Valley Road, Cumberland, RI 02864.
**Sickle Cell Anemia**

Sickle-cell anemia is a peculiar disease in that it only strikes blacks. Indeed, the history of the disease goes back at least several hundred of years. It is estimated that in 400 American blacks have the disease and that 2 in 25 are carriers. There is an estimated U.S. black population of 20 million, there are approximately 50,000 American blacks suffering from this often-fatal disease. The sickle cell trait, does in a manner, protect the blood from immunity from malaria, a fact which accounts for the fact that native Africans did not become sick from malaria in tropical Africa during the colonial times.

Sickle-cell anemia is an hereditary defect in hemoglobin, the oxygen-carrying portion of red blood cells. The shape of the red cells is crescent-like, similar to the shape of the abnormal cells, crescent-like. Hence the name "sickle-cell".

Dr. Peter Wilde, at the Boston City Hospital relates a story of a black soldier in a German Hospital a couple of weeks ago who underwent an operation. The operation was a simple blood test that is also used for diagnosis. During this same period, the City of Grand Rapids, Michigan was anxious for the disease—the administration of area in small amounts. If not done carefully under controlled conditions, the treatment itself could lead to convulsions and death. The treatment also give us the time to diagnose the disease. There is a simple blood test that is also used for diagnosis.

**Ecology Anybody Anyone?**

There are approximately 2,500 day students enrolled at Bryant College this semester of which 3,200 hold firmly to the old Bryant tradition of burying their heads in the sand.

The plight of the Bryant College Ecology Action Committee is a perfect example of this lack of interest. Organized at the beginning of the semester, a grand total of TEN people have shown an active interest in promoting an ecology program here at Bryant. Let's see that leaves 2,290 Bryant students who must enjoy a smog burned eyes, trash wherever they turn, rivers and ponds turned unto sludge from industrial waste and community sewage, woods covered into superhighways we don't really need and wildlife poisoned by man's "progressive" insecticides. It won't just go away, you know. Anyone who feels that the pollution is from other parts of the country "don't affect me" has yet to stand on the beaches of Grand Haven and see the clouds of filthy air hunched over New York City, 180 miles away, or read that there isn't a single green light on earth where the rain and snow don't contain man's pollution. It's all around us where the smog from Los Angeles as cilling desert plants in Nevada, several hundred miles and a grand total of TEN people have shown an active interest in this program.

**Dad Is A Dud**

Barman said that a "sucker" was born every minute. Millions of them "buy" war under the guise of patriotism; become addicted to alcohol or other drugs in a search for something better; become Jesus Freaks or Vedanta apostles, or automatically glorify bits and pieces of institutions without quite realizing the depth of sycophancy involved. Frauds? No. Misguided? Yes.

Emotional ill health in the U.S. is directly related to genetic forces which become convoluted due to cultural themes. Mother's Day helps to keep America's family weak. It should be abolished. It won't, of course, since mothers (and most women) will utilize sinker for this ploy; religion in its appeal to men is emotional as well as intellectual or organizational. Is God a man or woman or spirit? No matter, some say, we'll have religious services in honor of mother's day. It's blasphemous theologically and terribly unsound mental hygiene. Why? It defies a person who is very much a human being; it helps develop self-concern in a setting where no one person (in the family) is supposedly better than anyone else; it at once kills the spirit of cooperative living while reflecting the bankruptcy of a cultural capitalism. My "Mom"—there's no one like her. Millions don't believe it but feel forced to live out the farce for fear of social disapproval. Seated on her throne, gobbling up candy which she doesn't need, surely; reading inap cards worthy of a junior high poetry class; listening to commercials appeal to her vanity only; all of this because of simple biological fact of tubes. The cards and candy naturally make money, so who cares about the splitting of the real family, composed of husband and wife. Manufacturers don't since they appeal only to individuals; very seldom to groups, or group loyalties. Groups create standards; groups engage your mind; individuals are more prone to set out their emotions regardless of any solid goals. A rap session, formerly called bull session, is mostly bull. Everybody has a chance to blow off steam, to be heard, to make a point, to emote. Logic, of course, is the last factor at stake. Feelings are paramount. Rap sessions may open an avenue toward better learning; they are not for problem solving.

To think that a mother's day celebration will help unite the family is to misunderstand human nature. Only a practical recognition of the family as the basic unit of society (family wages for family men, for example) will foster a greater awareness of our societal needs. We do attain a little relief in income tax exemption, but that is now being challenged by single people who feel they are unfairly burdened by their singularity. The states we must face a slowing down of growth; that our earth cannot afford many more people and by inference demands that societies assume new and authoritative roles curbing growth of all kind. Malthus rears his head in the heartland of no-birth control.

Instead of ensuring Mom it is high time we created a mental set for the primacy of the Family. Stop sloppy, sentimental thinking that vititates family unity in the mask of another love; begin forming men and women who can intelligently plan for life together, ruled by their thinking and feeling, toward a common good in society. If we must criticize why not Family Day or Family Week with all the attendant events and thinking? At it is now the old man is remembered six weeks later, sort of an afterthought.

You are young enough to literally change society. You can do it if you see through and work against the false pieties created by a commercial culture that has seduced religion into supporting war and poor mental health. Where is the new Moses who throw down the idol of Self? Pass these thoughts on to your family this week. Come alive.

---

**Fasted food in town**

**Offer expires May 31, 1972**

**AFTER THE CONCERT COME TO Mcdonald's**

**We're Open Late**

Fri. until 1:00 a.m.
Sat. until 1:00 a.m.
Sun. until Midnight
A rainy day invites students to enjoy the reflecting pond.

The land of unblemished beauty.

The gameroom offers new recreational facilities.

Bryant students adopt "Mac's" as their place for wines and spirits.

Townies learn the hard way that they cannot disrupt the quiet of our college campus.

The Rathskeller offers students a place to socialize informally over a cold draught.

Dr. Evans picks a quiet place to pr
Friday, May 12, 1972

A new gymnasium which holds 2,700 people.

Jill and Rich take the plunge in Bryant College’s tropical swimming pool.

The learning process carries on in Bryant’s modern library facility.

YES performs at Bryant’s first major concert.

Photos by Dick Brillhart & Steve Sidoruk

Julian Bond discusses his political, moral, and social desires.
THE ARCHWAY

WHAT LIES AHEAD

Sigma Iota Xi and Tau Epsilon Phi carefully clean and restore one of Rhode Island's Historical Cemeteries, which adds to the quaintness of the campus.

The influence of the abuse of alcohol is mirrored in this picture. Several other cars not shown were damaged to some degree in parking lane rounding the dormitories.

Dr. Evarts addresses dinner meeting of the Rhode Island Press Club. Featured speaker was The Honorable Frank Licht, Governor of the State of Rhode Island.

A sign of these troubled times as Bryant students decide whether or not to protest the re-escalation of the war in Indo-China.

Alan Schreibman, faculty member, speaks in Rotunda during Student Senate Moratorium.

PHOTOS BY

DICK BRILLHART & STEVE SIDORUK
Working quietly behind the scenes to create an amiable place to gather, two students prepare Bryant's coffee house, "The Country Comfort."

A blending of the traditional with the modern is reflected in this shot of the Archway from South Hall Entrance, while the Unistructure looms large in the background.

Fountain graces one reflecting pond, shooting water 50 feet in the air.

The Honorable Frank Licht, Governor of the State of Rhode Island addresses the Convocation assembly during Parents Dedication Weekend.

Roy Lapidus grimaces with pain at the end of his last race for Bryant.

IN THE FUTURE
We don't call our new beer “Super” for nothing.

Maximus Super is different from ordinary beer or ale or malt liquor. One can and you'll know just how different Maximus Super really is. You'll also know how we arrived at its name.

The Pinto Project has again been uncorralled for the spring semester. Under the guidance of Dr. James Gould, Chairman of the Marketing Department, the Pinto Project has initiated its fourth semester at Bryant College with approximately 20 students taking part.

The Ford Motor Company has provided those workers on the project with the unlimited use of a fully insured 1972 Pinto for an eight-week period. In return, those working on the project will submit a report to the Ford Motor Company dealing with various marketing aspects. Among the topics being investigated are: appeals the car has to different people; the Pinto vs. the Cortina; and various advertising strategies.

Dr. Gould feels that the project is a success in the sense that it extends the students' learning beyond the classroom. Through the project, the student is able to get involved and had mobility by the use of the car in any manner he desires.

Sickel Cell

Cost. From page 7 emergency operation for appendicitis. It was one of several such operations upon the same patient, each operation having been negative. Dr. Winter, who was not at the hospital at the time of the emergency admission/operation, would have given a probably diagnosis of sickle-cell from his experience in America, European doctors, encountering few blacks—if any—would have had little or no knowledge of the sickle-cell trait, and would understandably mistake abdominal pain for appendicitis.

Dr. Winter also indicates that sickle-cell anemia was a common malady among black pilots in World War II, who frequently experienced severe and violent attacks of pain upon reaching high altitudes. At that time there was little remedy for the pain or for the disease.

Sickle-cell screening clinics are set up across the United States. Blacks from the Caribbean, Africa and Latin America, as well as those from the U.S., should call at their nearest medical school Medical Committee for Human Rights, or Black Panther health clinic for information on the simple diagnostic blood test. Mrs. Lela Morgan, a Bryant visiting lecturer in biology will be happy to answer any individual questions.

Servitium

From Page 4 added attraction to the show, Mr. Camper arranged to have tours of the Sheraton-Boston and the Sheraton-Plaza hotels on Wednesday. A small group of fifteen students visited both hotels. They were given a tour of the whole complex including the behind the scenes operations of maintenance, kitchen facilities, housekeeping, and front desk. Both hotels were different, in that they catered to different types of clients. The Sheraton-Boston catered to conventions, whereas, the more classic Plaza was more of a transient guest facility.

The Servitium Club is looking forward to participating in next year's show with the hope that they will be able to have more to offer at their booth in the coming year.
P.C. Defeats Bryant At Home

By Peter Lockstell

A four meet road trip, the Bryant College Track Team returned home to take on Providence College, Clark University, Gorden College, and Rhode Island College last Saturday. As expected, Providence College completely dominated the running events. The Friars had some 60 first place points en route to a staggering 131 1/2 overall point performance.

**Monday's program is a Moto-Sanumbles sanctioned by the AMA and sponsored by the Long Island Sports Committee. This event is an off-road racing "First" in that it will use "Sanumbles" scoring (short, sprint-type events) on a Moto-Cross course. The promoters feel that it is more exciting to see fifteen or more short races than sit through the usual three long and boring events. Live rock music will be presented Saturday and Sunday at the conclusion of racing until 8:00 p.m. There is no charge for this and beer, soda, wine and other refreshments will be sold.

As a bonus to Indianapolis 500 fans, a closed circuit TV presentation of the race will be shown at no charge if technical arrangements can be made.

The Race Circuit will open for free camping to ticket holders at 6:00 p.m. Friday, May 16. A reduced price scale has been put in effect for this weekend with tickets costing $3.00 for Saturday, $4.00 Sunday, and $3.00 Monday. Two day combination tickets are a bargain at $5.00, but the best deal is the weekend ticket which gives the bearer free access for the entire event at a cost of $7.00.

These unusually low prices are made even more attractive by the student discount. The bearer of a student ID card valid for the Spring '72 semester will be entitled to an additional $1.00 discount.

To get to the Bridgheaton Race Circuit, take the Long Island Expressway to its last exit (West End), follow Route 24 to Route 2 7 to Bridgheaton. The route will be marked by Bridgheaton Race Circuit signs.

For further information, contact: Moris Alpern, 250 West 104 Street, Suite 52, New York, N.Y. 10025, Telephone No. 212 865-1771.

Magic Chef Sandwich Shop
80 PAGE STREET
WOONSOCKET R.I.
Open 24 Hrs.

Notice
Some people still have not obtained their refunds for the cancelled stage production, "THE CHALLENGE". Refunds for advanced ticket sales can be obtained by presenting your ticket(s) to anyone in the ARCHWAY office.

If you wish to donate the amount of your ticket to The Spectrum House, a drug rehabilitation center, please inform the ARCHWAY of your intentions and arrangements will be made.

Room needed for Intersession and Summersession, May 35 - July 35. Please contact Sheryl in Dorm 8, Room 232.

CONTINUED PAGE 15

Most Courteous Students Of The Week

After a four meet road trip, the Bryant College Track Team returned home to take on Providence College, Clark University, Gorden College, and Rhode Island College last Saturday. As expected, Providence College completely dominated the running events. The Friars had some 60 first place points en route to a staggering 131 1/2 overall point performance.

Even though Providence, a strange hold on the track events, Bryant managed to run away with the field events.

John Jenkins lead the way for Bryant by winning the discus. John won the discus with a record throw 130ft. 0in., and it was the only school record Bryant would get all day. Blaise Ravalli seemed to have an off day Saturday, but he still managed to win the shot put with a throw of only 46ft. 2in. Tom Walsh also chipped in first by winning the javelin. Tom hurled the javelin some 190ft. 4in., but the throw was far short of his existing record of 194ft. 0in.

In other field events, Murray Williams and Mark Shoahm also topped first place finishes. Murray was not available for last week's Tri-State, but he immediately made his presence known in this meet. Williams edged teammate Bruce Hall to win the triple jump, and then proceeded to win the high jump a short time later with a mark of 6ft. 10in. Mark, on the other hand, continued his steady work in the pole vault. His mark of 11ft. 6in. was good enough to edge out teammate Al Frykness for the win, and give Bryant a sweep of the event.

Coach Reinhardt also received fine individual efforts from Tom Zonfrillo, Ken Hendrickson, Carter Anderson, and Gary Morgan. Zonfrillo had a shot put throw 34ft. 11in. and 33ft. 9in. respectively in the shot, to give Bryant twelve out of a possible sixteen points in the event. Carter Anderson took second in the discus behind teammate John Jenkins with a throw of 120ft. 5in. Morgan's contribution to the Bryant field effort was a second and third place finish. He finished second behind Tom Walsh in the javelin with a throw of 166ft. 6in. and Gary managed a third behind teammate Hall in the long jump.

The fact that Providence College dominated the running events here came as no surprise to anyone. The Friars have a strongly supported team and do not hesitate to compete against
There's no doubt that Bryant turned sportsminded in the spring under Coach Smithfield. The beautiful new gym was a symbol of the coming of age of Bryant College's sports programs to the future. Bryant is beginning to build a dynasty in basketball. Although losses to Portland in the Tri-State League and Tom Burnard, seniors Ray DePelleto and Bruce Stewart were a major coup in the Naismith Conference tournament. They will make Bryant a big winner.

Under the able leadership of Tom Oiler, the team won 13 and lost 10. He'll do much better next year.

However, basketball is only one part of the sports scene. The Golf Team is currently 14-1 on their way to the NAIA Regional. In Portland, Maine, graduating will be Gary Ricker and Dennis Read. They will be taking their place as sophomores Wayne Fapheco and Paul Shoutka will make Coach Archie Boulet smile as another winning season is in store.

But not may be the only coach smiling next year. Steve Tell is a very optimistic over the soccer team and if so Coach Gerald Gauy will join him. Although the soccer team was 10-1-2 this year, Skip pointed out that almost all the losses were by one or two goals. The team is young, but promising, with four upper classmen. Graduating will be Bernie Formal, but promising and an experienced senior Jim Teixeira (fullback) and Bill Planagan (wing) give ample reason that next year's soccer team will be well. The team has maturity. They have played together. They know the other teams, and if they can avoid mistakes, with any kind of support it will be a very successful season.

The baseball team is perhaps reaching the potential Coach Bill Stein hoped for. Losing games by scores of 16-5 to New Haven, and 23-5 to Eastern Connecticut are a thing of the past. This year the team has fought back on numerous occasions. They lost by five in the six-game series they lost 5-4 after trailing 4-1, and against Eastern Connecticut. They beat a pitcher whose record was 9-0 and to a team that was 16-1 overall. Their record is now 7-3.

Coach Steve Thornton will be hurt greatly by the loss of Bob Antignano (2b) and Mark Robbins (rhd). Three key players that have sewn up the infield and the defense has been excellent as a result. The team has had numerous double plays including three against New Haven, and three against Eastern Connecticut. Also graduating will be Bob DelVecchio (1b) and Paul Tillinghast (1b). However, if there is any optimism it will come from youth. Pitchers Jim Hogan, Larry Labadie, and John Jolly can look forward to hav ing successful season.

The tennis team can look for improvement. Although Coach John Stein can look forward to having back Dave W ake (Sr. -1st singles), Rich Thoman (Sr. 2nd singles), Craig Siefert (Jr. -6th singles), John Jenkins (Sr.-2nd singles), Ted Wein er (Sr. -3rd singles), and Peter Hairland (Sr. -6th singles).

The bowling team which was in first place in the middle of the season finished tied for second place in the Tri-State League. They were led by Sophomore Fred Wisburn whose 186 average was the highest in the nation. In their victory over the University of Kentucky, Junior Don Dunnav averaged 182. Coach Roy Nelson was hurt by the loss of Steve McPherson, but among his replacements will be Sophomore Francis Maloney.

Also sophomores Norm Tranhat and Tom McDonald should provide for an excellent defensive outfield.

Last but not least is the story of the track team, and that incredible athlete Roy Leppert. Bryant has appreciated for his unusual talents by Coach Frederick Reinhards more than any other athlete in the history of Bryant College. There's no doubt that his loss will be deeply felt. Also graduating will be Bob Pau, Bernard and Tom Clarke. A very young team with promising sophomores such as Blaise R amelli (shot put), and Lester Jenkins. Bryant Loses To Eastern Connecticut

Eastern Connecticut snatched Bryant College's three game winning streak as they defeated the Indians 3-1. Eastern Connecticut now lead the Eastern Connecticut Athletic Association by one point. The Indians defeated Eastern Connecticut 5-4 in matches. Bryant's victories came at third singles where Ted Weiner won his match, fourth singles won by Wayne Byers, sixth singles won by Craig Stein and at third doubles where Dave Wake and Craig Stein won in three sets.

Not too much can be said about the match, another victory somewhere and the story would have been different but as usual mankind pulled the wool over our eyes. In what was probably the closest match of the day, Jon Jenkins and Rich Thoman playing the final match for the first time played first doubles and took an extremely tough Rhode Island College team to three sets before losing. This is not to blame them for losing but to give credit for a fine effort that fell just short.

The last match of the season is to be played at Nichols College on Saturday, and a long awaited victory is expected.

Bryant Bows To Worcester State

Worcester State University easily defeated Bryant and took the overall series from the Shriners Wednesday at Bryant. Worcester State combined strong performances in both track and field events and allowed only six points to outdistance Bryant by some 64 team points. Wednesday's meet proved again Bryant's weakness in the running events, and if it had not been for the steady work of the field team, the day would have been a total loss for Bryant.

The Bryant weight man showed their superiority in the discus and spot put events by taking four out of six places. Blaise Ramielli lost another day off in the shot, but he still managed to win the event with a throw of 45ft. 72/1 in. Teammate Bob Passano also scored in the event and took third. Skipp Stein scored a second place with a heave of 42ft. 3 in. In the discus, John Jenkins turned in another solid performance. John Jenkins took a second with a toss of 121ft. 11 in., while teammate Ramielli took a third with a 118ft. 6 in. mark.

Elsewhere in the field for Bryant, Murray Williams won the triple jump and Gary Morgan upset Tom Walsh in the javelin. Murray was a narrow winner in the triple jump with a 45ft. jump of 40ft. 6 in. to 40ft. 5 1/2 in. Tom Walsh has experienced off days too, but not one of them compared to the one he suffered on Wednesday. Teammate Gary Morgan had been running second to Tom all season, but Morgan won the javelin with a fine toss Wednesday. The best Mr. Walsh could do was a toss of 166ft. 2 in., good for second place overall.

In other track happenings Wednesday, Mark Shobam, Dave Stone, Roy Lupidi, and Mark Robbins also turned in noteworthy performances for their team. Mark took a second in the pole vault with a new school record, 12ft. 6 in. Dave Stone recovered after two straight unimpressive performances to take a second in the high jump 6ft. 8 in. Meanwhile, Roy took a fifth in the mile and later turned in a third place of their three-mile event. Mark Robbins avoided a Bryant shutout in the 120 high hurdles by taking a fifth.

In Intramural Softball, up to Wednesday May 10, the number of teams left in both the men's and girl's division championship is down to four. One team has been run to the men's (K-TA, RAIDERS, TKE-A, and Delta Sigma Phi) and one girl's (BISO and BISO). The girl's division was lead by BSO who won games versus SLT and BISO in the championship. K-TA won 4th, 5th, and sixth round games in the losers bracket over Phi Sig, BLACK and S.O. and faced off against Salt Lake Country and the BISO and BISO. The final game was lead by BSO who won games versus SLT and BISO in the championship.

Bryant Golfers Win

In Intramural Softball, up to Wednesday May 10, the number of teams left in both the men's and girl's division championship is down to four. One team has been run to the men's (K-TA, RAIDERS, TKE-A, and Delta Sigma Phi) and one girl's division, KT. The men's division, K-TA won 4th, 5th, and 6th round games in the losers bracket over Phi Sig, BLACK and S.O. In the championship, Salt Lake County and the BISO and BISO. The final game was lead by BSO who won games versus SLT and BISO in the championship.

Bryant Bows To Worcester State

Worcester State University easily defeated Bryant and took the overall series from the Shriners Wednesday at Bryant. Worcester State combined strong performances in both track and field events and allowed only six points to outdistance Bryant by some 64 team points. Wednesday's meet proved again Bryant's weakness in the running events, and if it had not been for the steady work of the field team, the day would have been a total loss for Bryant.

The Bryant weight man showed their superiority in the discus and spot put events by taking four out of six places. Blaise Ramielli lost another day off in the shot, but he still managed to win the event with a throw of 45ft. 72/1 in. Teammate Bob Passano also scored in the event and took third. Skipp Stein scored a second place with a heave of 42ft. 3 in. In the discus, John Jenkins turned in another solid performance. John Jenkins took a second with a toss of 121ft. 11 in., while teammate Ramielli took a third with a 118ft. 6 in. mark.

Elsewhere in the field for Bryant, Murray Williams won the triple jump and Gary Morgan upset Tom Walsh in the javelin. Murray was a narrow winner in the triple jump with a 45ft. jump of 40ft. 6 in. to 40ft. 5 1/2 in. Tom Walsh has experienced off days too, but not one of them compared to the one he suffered on Wednesday. Teammate Gary Morgan had been running second to Tom all season, but Morgan won the javelin with a fine toss Wednesday. The best Mr. Walsh could do was a toss of 166ft. 2 in., good for second place overall.

In other track happenings Wednesday, Mark Shobam, Dave Stone, Roy Lupidi, and Mark Robbins also turned in noteworthy performances for their team. Mark took a second in the pole vault with a new school record, 12ft. 6 in. Dave Stone recovered after two straight unimpressive performances to take a second in the high jump 6ft. 8 in. Meanwhile, Roy took a fifth in the mile and later turned in a third place of their three-mile event. Mark Robbins avoided a Bryant shutout in the 120 high hurdles by taking a fifth.

In Intramural Softball, up to Wednesday May 10, the number of teams left in both the men's and girl's division championship is down to four. One team has been run to the men's (K-TA, RAIDERS, TKE-A, and Delta Sigma Phi) and one girl's division, KT. The men's division, K-TA won 4th, 5th, and 6th round games in the losers bracket over Phi Sig, BLACK and S.O. In the championship, Salt Lake County and the BISO and BISO. The final game was lead by BSO who won games versus SLT and BISO in the championship.

ATTENTION: SENIORS '72

Graduation

OvernightAccomodations

Heartstone Inn & Restaurant

Route 94, Junc. Rt. 114 A

Savannah, Miss.

On Hig lighth - Direct Route To

Just Minutes From Downtown P rovidence

For Reservations Call 336-8700

OPEN YEAR ROUND

Ask for Bryant Reservation Clerk.

Golf & Swimming

4 Miles East of Downtown Providence.

THE ARCHWAY
**Bryant Wins Two**

Bryant vs. Nichols

Scoring the winning run in the 11th inning, Bryant defeated Nichols College 4-3.

Bryant opened the scoring in the first as Bob Antignano walked and eventually scored on Matt Bernardo's single. Nichols tied the score in the third. In the seventh back to back doubles by Jeff Doppelt and Bob Antignano put Bryant ahead again, but Nichols again tied the score in their half of the seventh. Going into extra innings with the game tied 2-2, Bryant pushed across a run in the ninth, as Matt Bernardo, who reached second on a base error, scored on Ernie Crowell's single. Nichols knotted the score again in the bottom half of the tenth. Bryant's final run on back to back singles by Bob Antignano and Brian Ahern, scored Matt Bernardo, who reached second on a base error scored on Ernie Crowell's single. Nichols knotted the score again in the bottom half of the tenth. Bryant's final run on back to back singles by Bob Antignano and Brian Ahern, scored Matt Bernardo, who reached second on a base error scored on Ernie Crowell's single.

Bryant defeated Nichols in the seventh inning as Bob Antignano singled, pinch-runner John Kaseman advanced to second on an error, reached third on Brian Ahern's sacrifice bunt, and scored on Matt Bernardo's single. Bryant added two more runs in the fifth on a single by Brian Ahern, double by Matt Bernardo, and single by Ernie Crowell. They tallied their final run in the seventh as Bob Antignano singled and scored on Brian Ahern's double.

Softball

from page 14

JACKS and TEP, to lead the way. K-T-A will play the winners bracket championship game between TKE-A and Delta Sig, for the losers bracket championship. The winner of the winners bracket championship game will play the winner of the losers bracket championship for the overall men's championship.

P.C. from page 13

of Portland

Tennis Team Has A Ball In Portland

by Craig Sin"
You thought the war was ending.

You were wrong.

Maybe you made the same mistake as everybody else. You thought the war was over — at least as far as you were concerned. Sure, people were still dying — but they had yellow skins. That’s not the same as your skin.

But you were wrong. The war isn’t over. It’s just been moved up about 30,000 feet.

One man can really end it.
But he needs your help.

George McGovern will end our involvement in the war. All of it. Immediately. IF he becomes President. Of course you knew that all along. But maybe you thought he couldn’t get the nomination. And maybe you thought nobody could beat Nixon.

Now Massachusetts has shown you were wrong again. George McGovern CAN win. He DOES appeal to a broad range of Democratic voters. And he CAN win here. And as for Richard Milhoue Nixon — somebody had better beat him, or we’ll have four more years of “winding down the war.” — by means of more planes, more bombs, more human misery, and who knows? Maybe more troops for that “last big push that will finally win it.” And maybe you’ll be one of those troops.

This war has got to end. You couldn’t make Richard Nixon really end it if you demonstrated every day, all day, from now until November. But you can help George McGovern end it.

We need bodies. And we need more than we’ve been getting. We must send a message to New York and to California that George McGovern can win. And most important, we’ve got to send that message to the Democratic Convention in Miami.

Whatever you’ve done so far, it’s not enough. Call us at 274-1660 and volunteer to do the hard and unglamorous work of canvassing for George McGovern. That’s the way to demonstrate effectively.

Let’s make some real changes in Washington.
God help us all if we don’t.

Call 274-1660
to volunteer
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McGovern
’72